Preface

Dear reader,

Thank you for reading pm baseline 3.1, the updated version of our successful pm baseline manual. The pm baseline can provide you with valuable support in your work as it concisely and comprehensively presents relevant knowledge elements and methods for project and programme management and for the management of project-oriented organisations.

The project management knowledge elements in the pm baseline are structured by definitions and process descriptions as well as by project management methods as they are used in the project management sub-processes (such as project start and project controlling). This makes it easy for the reader to identify the main points that are relevant to him/her.

Besides providing project management information, the pm baseline also includes extensive basic knowledge on programme management and on the management of project-oriented organisations. In doing so, it is important that we offer a consistently documented approach and ensure the consistent use of project management (PM) terminology.

The contents of the pm baseline are state of the art. Together with the IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB 4.0), they form the basis for project management certifications by pma. The contents of the pm baseline are based on the IPMA competence guideline in the third version (ICB 3.0) and have been approved for use with the IPMA Competence Guideline in the fourth version (ICB4) adapted in version 3.1. However, the pm baseline is neither a project management textbook nor course material and cannot replace the acquisition of specific project management knowledge.

pma/IPMA certification is highly regarded

There are already more than 325,000 certified project managers worldwide. This number is growing by the day as the international importance of certification increases. International and multicultural projects are important and costly. Companies are therefore increasingly placing projects such as these in the hands of project managers with internationally valid certificates, or entrusting such projects exclusively to companies with certified project managers. The recognition of professional education and training on an internationally comparable level raises your professional status and your own personal value on the employment and project management market.

Projekt Management Austria (pma) has over 1100 members, making it Austria's largest project management association. pma has its own organisational unit (pma certification unit) through which it offers multi-level 4-L-C * internationally recognised certification as well as the internationally required re-certifications. The certification programme is validated by the International Project Management Association (IPMA) and the certificate is thus recognised internationally.

* Four-level-certification system
A hallmark of quality for profound competence

In the appendix of the **pm baseline**, you will find a table of reference for ICB 3.0 and taxonomy. The taxonomy sets out the scores for knowledge and experience that are required for certification as Project Management Associate, Project Manager, Senior Project Manager and Project Director. The reference table shows the relationship between the chapters of **pm baseline** and the competence elements of ICB 4.0. (Only available in the German language edition of this document)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPTENCES</th>
<th>CERTIFICATION LEVEL</th>
<th>ROLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• expert knowledge</td>
<td><strong>IPMA® Level A</strong></td>
<td>• Head of PMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• management experience</td>
<td>Certified Project Director</td>
<td>• Project Manager (megaprojects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certified Programme Director</td>
<td>• Senior Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certified Portfolio Director</td>
<td>• Programme Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• expert knowledge</td>
<td><strong>IPMA® Level B</strong></td>
<td>• Portfolio Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• extensive experience in complex projects</td>
<td>Certified Senior Project Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certified Senior Programme Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Certified Senior Portfolio Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>IPMA® Level C</strong></td>
<td>• Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specialist knowledge</td>
<td>Certified Project Manager</td>
<td>• PM Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• project management experience</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Project Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• basic knowledge</td>
<td><strong>IPMA® Level D</strong></td>
<td>• Junior Project Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• project management experience, eg as project</td>
<td>Certified Project Management Associate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>team member or pm assistant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>IPMA® PPMC</strong></td>
<td>• Organisational Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programme and Portfolio Management Consultant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>IPMA® PMC</strong></td>
<td>• Project Consultant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project Management Consultant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis for PM education and training**

The **pm baseline** is not just useful for individuals who are learning about or who work in project management. It is also useful for project management trainers, who can use it as a guide for the preparation of project management training programmes in schools, colleges of higher education, universities and companies.

I am confident that the **pm baseline** will support you with your work in project management and wish you every success.

Mag. Brigitte Schaden  
pma President
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pm baseline development and communication

Versions 1.0 (November 1999) and 2.0 (July 2001) of the pm baseline are based on the project and programme management script of Univ.Prof.Dkfm.Dr.Roland Gareis. Version 2.3 (January 2005) was a revised version that incorporated the findings and feedback from the pma certification processes with the assistance of pma assessors and pma training cooperation partners. The references in Austria were also adapted to match the current releases. Further references were also added in version 2.4 (May 2007).

In the current version 3.1 three new chapters were added (2.3.7 Quality in Projects, 2.4.4 Procedure models and 2.4.12 Procurement). The knowledge elements and methods on the basis of ICB4. Furthermore, this version contains in the appendix the connection between the chapters the ISO 21500:2012 ÖNORM ISO 21500:2012 10 15 and the chapters of the pm baseline 3.1. This appendix is only available in the german language version of this document. The pm baseline Version 3.1 is the intellectual property of pma – PROJEKT MANAGEMENT AUSTRIA. The executive board is responsible for the content. pma thanks Mag. Martin Jahn and DI Arkad Kuhnle for feedback and Suggestions for improvement in the course of developing the pm baseline 3.1. The pm baseline will be subject to periodic further development. The respective Updates will be published on the homepage of pma (www.pma.at) and thus made available to all interested parties.
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1 Project and programme management

1.1 Projects and programmes

1.1.1 Perception of projects and programmes

Projects and programmes can be perceived in different ways, as:
- Complex tasks
- Temporary organisations
- Social systems

Projects and programmes are complex, mostly new, risky and important tasks for the company undertaking the project. They are goal-determined tasks, as the objectives for the scope of work, deadlines, resources and costs are agreed between the project owner and the project manager.

Projects and programmes can also be perceived as organisations. In comparison to the relatively permanent structures of a company's permanent organisation (such as divisions, business units, departments), projects can be regarded as temporary organisations.

Projects and programmes can also be seen as social systems which can be clearly differentiated from their environments and at the same time have relationships to these environments. As an independent system, a project or programme has a specific purpose and its own structure. Elements of the project structure include, for instance, project-specific values and rules, project roles, project-specific forms of communication, planning and controlling methods.

The classification of projects into different project types makes it possible to analyse the challenges and potentials for project management or programme management for each type of project. Projects can be differentiated by industry, location or objective, level of specification and/or level of repetition, ownership, duration and relation to the organisation's processes.
1.1.2 Business process, project and programme

A process is a clearly defined organisational procedure that involves several roles and one or several organisational units. Processes are made up of a collection of tasks and activities, have an input/output relationship, a start and end event as well as a defined goal and result. A suitable form of organisation must be selected depending on the complexity of the business process. ¹

Projects and programmes can be used to execute business processes². The permanent organisation is used for relatively short term processes of small to medium scope that involve a small number of organisational units. Typical examples include financial accounting processes, employee recruitment and end of year closing.

A project is a temporary form of organisation for a relatively unique, short to medium term process that involves several organisational units in particular.³ Typical projects include the organisation of an event, the construction of a plant, the upgrade of an IT solution, the building of a hotel, the development of a new product, the submission of a complex quotation, the execution of an extensive feasibility study, or the production of a film.

A programme is a temporary organisation for the execution of a unique, medium to long term process of large scope that involves many organisational units. Programmes have a higher level of complexity; usually have a longer duration, a higher budget and a higher risk than projects. Compared to projects, programmes have a higher strategic importance.⁴

Typical programmes include the development of a new product group, the implementation of a comprehensive IT solution (such as an ERP system) in a group, the reorganisation of a group of companies into a holding group, and large-scale investments such as the Austrian Railways Station Offensive.

¹ Gareis, 2017, p.37
² Gareis, 2017, p.29
³ Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.20
⁴ Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.504
1.1.3 Investment, project and programme

An investment can be initiated through a project or programme. Projects and programmes can segment investment processes. An example of segmenting an investment process is a conception project followed by a programme in which the concept is realised. The segmentation of investment processes typically results in project chains, for example, the order processing project follows the proposal submission project. Not all components of the investment process have to be worthy of a project or programme. Typical projects in a product investment may include a product design project, product development and implementation project, and product re-launch project.

The relationship between a project and investment becomes clear during the creation of a business case, when the costs and benefits of the investment initiated by the project or programme are considered and evaluated.

---

5 Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.747
6 Gareis, 2017, p.75
1.1.4 Project portfolio, project network, project chain

A project portfolio is a set of all projects and programmes in a project-oriented organisation at a given point in time. It is a time-now-analysis. For organisations that have a large number of projects in their portfolio, it makes sense to have several portfolios for different types of projects. 7

A project network is a subset of closely linked projects and programmes of the project portfolio that are executed or scheduled at a specific time. 9 A project network can be formed based on different criteria, such as activities for the same customers, activities in the same geographical region, activities in cooperation with the same partner, use of the same technology, and so on. Project networks have no clear boundaries, in other words, projects from partners or suppliers can also be included if this can contribute towards realising common objectives.

A project chain is a set of sequential projects, for example, a conception and realisation project or a pilot and follow-up project. A project chain is therefore a period analysis. 10 The objective of managing project chains is to ensure the continuity of the management of two or more successive projects. In doing so, personnel policy and organisational measures must be fulfilled, such as overlap among the members of project owner teams and members of the project organisation. The objective of integrating two successive projects into a chain of projects can be realised in the project close-down process of the first project and in the project start process of the following project.

A project portfolio, project network and project chain are not themselves an organisation, but represent a cluster/collection of projects and programmes.

---

7 Gareis, 2017, p.575f
8 Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.503
9 Gareis, 2017, p.593f
10 Gareis, 2017, p.593f
1.2 Project management as a business process

1.2.1 Designing the project management process

Project management is a business process of the project-oriented organisation. The project management process begins with a project assignment and ends with a project approval. It contains the sub-processes project start, project coordination, project controlling and project close-down. These sub-processes of project management are related to one another. Project coordination runs over the course of the entire project. Other possible sub-processes include "project marketing" and "project crisis management".

The objects of consideration in project management include:
- The project assignment, project objectives, project deliverables, project list of dates, project resources, project costs and project risks
- The project organisation and the project culture
- The project context (pre- and post-project phases, project environments, other projects, etc.)

The project management process requires an explicit design through communication. This design includes the selection of suitable structures and forms of communication (such as controlling meetings or project team meetings), the selection of appropriate information technology and telecommunications instruments to support communication, the definition of adequate forms of project management documentation, the use of standard project plans and checklists, the selection of suitable project management methods and the decision as to whether or not to use a project coach.

1.2.2 Project start sub-process

The objectives of the project start are to transfer knowledge and information from the pre-project phase into the project, agree on project objectives, create suitable project plans, design a suitable project organisation, team building, project development, establish the project as a social system, plan risk management measures to avoid and provide for crises, design project context relationships, construct a common "Big Project Picture", execute initial project marketing activities and create the basic version of project management documentation.

1.2.3 Project coordination sub-process

The objectives of project coordination are to ensure the project's progress, continuously ensure the adequate provision of information for project team members, project contributors and representatives of relevant environments, as well as to continuously support the completion of individual work packages. Project coordination begins with the project assignment and ends with the project approval. Project coordination includes: continuous quality checks of the (interim) results of work packages, ongoing communication between the project manager and project team members and the project owner, continuous forming of relationships to relevant environments and the allocation of project resources.
1.2.4 Project controlling sub-process

The objectives of project controlling are to analyse the project status, review the "Big Project Picture", agree on and/or undertake control measures, develop the project organisation and the project culture, create progress reports, redesign the project context relationships, and execute project marketing activities. In certain circumstances, it may be necessary to agree on new project objectives. The project controlling process takes place on specific key dates several times during a project. Project controlling begins with its initiation and ends when a project progress report has been filed.

1.2.5 Project marketing sub-process

The objectives of project marketing are divided into product and process-related marketing tasks. Project marketing gains the support of both the internal and external project environments through the use of suitable communication-related methods and instruments throughout the entire duration of the project. Project marketing increases management attention and ensures the acceptance of project results. It also facilitates the identification of the project organisation with the project. Project marketing is essentially an integral project management task that must be fulfilled in all project roles. If there are a large number of project marketing tasks that are particularly important to the project, then project marketing can be conducted as a project management sub-process of its own.

1.2.6 Project crisis management sub-process

Project crisis management starts with the definition of the crisis and ends when the end of the crisis has been communicated. Project crises form an existential threat to the project and often have surprising causes. Yet within the framework of the project start and project controlling, it is also possible to develop scenarios in order to identify potential crises. To deal with project crises, a specific process must be executed. The objectives of the project crisis management process are, for example, to manage an existential threat, ensure the continuation of the project, and limit possible damage to the project.

If opportunities for the project are recognised during the course of the project (e.g. increase in the scope of work), then corresponding measures must also be initiated and executed as part of a specific process in order to benefit from these potential opportunities.
1.2.7 Project close-down sub-process

The objectives of the project close-down are to create "as-is" documentation (the most recent version of the project handbook with the updated project plans per project end deadline), plan and ensure the completion of remaining work (in the post-project phase), agree on objectives for the post-project phase and possible investment evaluation, create project final reports, transfer knowledge gained (lessons learned) to the permanent organisation and to other projects, dissolve the project environment relationships, complete the project emotionally by evaluating the project's success, dissolve the project team, (possibly also) pay project bonuses and conduct final project marketing activities. The project close-down process starts with the initiation of the project close-down and ends with the project approval by the project owner.
1.3 Programme management as a business process

1.3.1 Designing the programme management process

Like the project management process, the programme management process can also be seen as a business process of the project-oriented organisation. It has to be fulfilled in addition to the management of the individual projects of a programme. The programme management process begins with the programme assignment and ends with the programme approval.

Programme management is carried out continuously throughout a programme, but also energetically in the individual programme management sub-processes, programme start, programme coordination, programme marketing, programme controlling and programme close-down.

The objects of consideration in programme management include:

- The programme assignment, the programme objectives, the programme deliverables, programme schedule, programme resources, programme costs and programme risks
- The programme organisation and programme culture
- The programme context, (pre- and post-programme phases, programme environments, other programmes and projects).

The programme management process also requires an explicit design through communication, which includes the selection of appropriate structures and forms of communication as well as the selection of suitable information technology and telecommunications instruments to support communication.

The same methods can be used in programme management as in project management, and they take into account the relevant specific features (e.g. programme objectives, work breakdown structure, and so on) from a programme perspective.
1.3.2 Description of the programme management sub-processes

The programme management process is basically the same as the project management process, except that the programme marketing sub-process has a particular significance. The programme management process is divided into the following sub-processes:

- Programme start
- Programme coordination
- Programme controlling
- Programme marketing
- Programme crisis management, if required
- Programme close-down

A programme begins with the programme assignment and formally ends with the programme approval. The programme start and programme close-down are limited in time and are only performed once in the programme. The programme controlling sub-process is a periodic process and is performed several times in the programme.\textsuperscript{11} Programme coordination and programme marketing are continuous processes.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{11} Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.521
\textsuperscript{12} Gareis, 2017, p.445
1.4 Project or programme handbook

Handbooks are created for documentation purposes both for projects and programmes. Programme handbooks are created in the same way as project handbooks. The project handbook is described briefly in the following.

The project handbook is used to document all the current project contents related to project management and the project results. The project management part is created within the framework of the "project start" project management sub-process and it documents all the relevant planning results of the project. It provides the basis for all further project management activities during the course of the project. The project results documents are filed in a second part. It is advisable to organise the content structure in accordance with the project management sub-processes or the work breakdown structure.

The project handbook represents a central instrument of communication, which aims to establish a common reality of the project early on during its creation in the project team. Its systemic project description and consistent structure provide a clear insight into the project development.

The project handbook can be made available both as a hardcopy and electronically.

The project management part of the project handbook forms the basis for the project implementation for the project team. It is important to ensure that all project team members have access to the current version. Adaptations or additions (such as progress reports or to-do lists) are made by the project manager in the course of project controlling and project coordination.

In the "project close-down" sub-process, the planning documents in the project handbook are evaluated and the final report created. The project handbook is an important document for the learning organisation.
2 Methods for managing projects and programmes

2.1 Correlation to the IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB 3.0)

This chapter presents a selection and enhancement of the most important methods for the project management technical competences described in accordance with ICB 3.0. The following project management methods are structured by the project management sub-processes in which they are predominantly used. This does not exclude, however, that some methods can or must also be used in other project management sub-processes. The methods for project management technical competences are also used in a similar way in programmes. Specific features of programme management will be pointed out at the end of this chapter.

Note on assignment: Assignment belongs to the time context of a project, in other words, to the pre-project phase. As a result, project start methods are also used in the pre-project phase in order to create a first draft of the project plan or a draft of the project handbook.

2.2 Methods for the project start: Defining the project scope and project context

2.2.1 Defining the project scope and project context

In the pre-project phase, the project scope is already defined for the first time as regards timing, task and social aspects. To do this, the project start and project end events, the project objectives and a first draft of the project organisation (e.g. potential project team members) are defined.

By defining the project scope, three different forms of project context - time, task and social - can be defined and assessed.

The time context is the product of the difference in time between the project start date and project end date together with the pre- and post-project phase.

The analysis of the task context takes the following into account:
- The correlation between the business strategy and project
- The relationship between the project and other tasks (programmes, projects, etc.) and business framework
- The connection between the project and the underlying business case.
The social context is considered in the project environment analysis. It distinguishes between internal and external project environments.

### 2.2.2 Pre- and post project phase

Through the definition of the project start and project end events, which define the project scope in terms of time, the pre- and post-project phases are considered as the time project context. Knowledge of the history that brought about the project is important for the understanding of the project and the development of suitable project structures. Information from actions, decisions, agreements and the documentation of these has to be transferred from the pre-project phase to the project. The expectations regarding the post-project phase also influence both the scope of work to be carried out and the strategies for designing the project environment relationships.

### 2.2.3 Correlation between project and business strategy

When analysing the correlation between the strategies of the company and the project, it must be clarified whether and how the business strategies brought about the assignment of the project, and in what form and to what extent the project contributes towards realising these business strategies. It must also be determined whether the project influences the ongoing further development of the business strategies.

### 2.2.4 Relationships of the project to other tasks

Relationships between a project and other tasks (programmes, projects, etc.) performed simultaneously within the company can be of a synergetic or competing nature. The goal therefore is to establish dependencies with regard to the objectives, the methods, the resources deployed and the necessary interim results.
2.2.5 Business case

All projects must contribute towards the success of the business. The business consequences of an investment or change initiated by a project can be presented as a "business case".

The business case not only aims to record and evaluate the direct project costs and benefits, but also the consequential costs and benefits to be derived from these.

Economic calculations (net present value method, internal rate of return method, annuity method, and so on) must be used to evaluate an investment.

The business case includes all processes and activities from the project idea to the end of utilisation of the project results, in other words, it includes the pre- and post-project phase. These undergo an economic analysis. This checks whether all expenditure from the project idea, to the project execution through to the use of the project results is cost-effective compared to the returns from the utilisation phase.
2.2.6 Project environment analysis

The project environment analysis is one method of analysing and evaluating the relationships, expectations and influences on the project through internal and external social environments. The results of the analysis are used to derive the necessary activities for designing the environment relationships. Designing the project environment relationships is a project management task.

It must be determined which environments are "relevant" for the project and significantly influence the project success.

Relevant project environments can differ in internal and external project environments. External project environments include, for example, the customer, supplier, banks and also divisions and departments of the company undertaking the project. External project environments are primarily interested in the project end result. Internal project environments are social environments that make a significant contribution in the course of the project and assume project roles within the project organisation.

The relationships between the environments and the project can be evaluated and this evaluation should be presented using symbols (e.g. +/-, etc.). Appropriate measures are derived for relationship management from this evaluation.
2.3 Methods for the project start: Designing the project organisation

2.3.1 Project organisation forms

There are three main forms of project organisation in project management: influence project organisation, matrix project organisation and pure project organisation. In influence project organisation, the project manager has a staff function without formal managerial authority. She follows the execution of the project and consults with her superiors about the activities to be carried out. The matrix project organisation is characterized by the division of managerial authority between the project manager and the line manager of the project team member or project contributor. In the pure project organisation, the project manager has formal authority over the project team members and project contributors. In this form, organisational independence is often supported by the fact that those taking part in the project temporarily leave their original departments and are given a common work area.

A project organisation can be strengthened by the delegation of decision-making powers and responsibilities to the project team members, and by the integration of customer representatives into the project, for example, thus making the organisation relatively autonomous.

The project organisation chart illustrates the project roles, their interrelationships and the project communication structures.
2.3.2 Project roles

A role is defined as a set of expectations of the person in the corresponding role. Project roles are defined by the description of assignments, competences, responsibilities and behavioural expectations. The objectives of defining project roles are to clarify the collaboration in the project team, support the social project boundaries to the line organisation and consider specific role requirements.

It is possible to differentiate between individual roles and group roles.

Project-related roles for individuals are, for instance:
- Project owner
- Project manager
- Project team member
- Project contributor

Project-related roles for groups are, for instance:
- Project owner team (e.g. steering committee)
- Project team
- Sub-teams

When defining project roles, it is advantageous to choose suitable project role names for the project task, as this increases the transparency of communication and the project organisation chart. Examples of this include "Development project team member", "Testing project contributor" or even "Training sub-team".
2.3.3 Project teamwork

As projects have a large number of interdependent activities as content, the borders of individual organisational units must be crossed in order to fulfil these. This requires cooperation between different specialist divisions and the development of specific organisational structures. Teamwork is thus the basic requirement to ensure the success of a project.

The objective of the composition of project teams is, however, not to maximise the "sum of qualifications" of the individual project team members and project contributors, but to optimise the qualification of the team as a whole.

Key success criteria for good teamwork in particular include clear objectives, clear allocation of roles, active participation of all members, good communication, rules and standards, motivated team members and clear decision-making authority.

In order to establish a project-specific identity within the project team, the team must work together to develop a common "Big Project Picture". A project start workshop is ideal for doing this. The "Big Project Picture" must also be consistently re-established during the further course of the project, for instance in project controlling.

Particular attention must be paid to the team development phases, from team building to breaking up the team. The project manager can actively control this. The traditional team development phases of Tuckman include\(^{13}\): (forming phase ("Forming"), conflict phase ("Storming"), rule phase ("Norming"), work phase ("Performing") and breaking up ("Adjourning").

---

\(^{13}\) Tuckman, 1965
2.3.4 Project communication

The one-to-one meeting, kick-off meeting and project start workshop forms of communication can be combined in the project start process. A project start workshop is needed in order to ensure suitable project management quality.

The objective of the one-to-one meeting between the project manager and the project team member is to provide information on the project and exchange expectations each other may have about working together. The basic orientation provides a good basis for the participation in future forms of communication.

The objective of a kick-off meeting is for the project owner and project manager to inform the project team and other relevant environments about the project. This is "one-way communication"14 and lasts from 2 to 3 hours with little opportunity for interaction.

The objective of a project start workshop is for the project team to clarify the project goals together, to further develop project structures, to refine and/or enhance all the required project planning documents, and to develop the "Big Project Picture". The interaction of the team members in the workshop makes a substantial contribution to the development of the project culture. A project start workshop lasts between 1 and 3 days and takes place in a moderated form, usually outside the workplace, possibly in a hotel. The resulting document is the project handbook.15

---

15 Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.140-141
2.3.5 Project culture

As an independent social system, a project has a culture. The project culture can be defined as the project values, norms and rules as a whole. Project culture cannot be described directly, but can be observed in the capabilities and behaviour of the project organisation members, the planning and controlling methods, the forms of project communication, and so on.\(^\text{16}\)

Project-specific values set standards for what is regarded as good, valuable and desirable. Consciously and subconsciously, they determine the behaviour of the project team members and give them orientation.

Methods for developing a project culture are the establishment of a project mission statement, project name, project slogan, project logo, the development of a project glossary, and the organisation of project-specific "social" events.

Project-specific rules, such as the information technology to be used in the project, meeting attendance, and so on, are intended to give project team members orientation and can be summarised in the project handbook.

\(^{16}\) Majer, C. & Schaden, B. & Stabauer, L., 2014, p.111
2.3.6 Leadership in projects

Leadership activities in projects are carried out by the project owner, the project manager and the project team. Different leadership styles are used in projects, such as the autocratic, the cooperative, the democratic and the situational leadership style.

The functions of leadership are, for instance:
- Providing information
- Agreeing on objectives and assigning tasks
- Informing and deciding
- Giving feedback, reflecting, encouraging learning and further development
- Creating the conditions for motivating team members, for example, through delegation
- Directing energy in the project.

From a systemic perspective, the key element of leadership is target-oriented communication – intervention. Individual persons or teams are managed. Leadership in projects and programmes is closely linked with the project management subprocesses project start, project controlling, project coordination, project close-down and with the design of these.

Leadership activities include giving orientation to the project team members, motivating and further developing the project organisation members. To ensure performance, the project team members must be given freedom of action, which tends to be reduced during the course of the project.

Although leadership activities have to be carried out continuously, event-oriented leadership is also required. In event-oriented leadership, energy in projects can be directed through events, such as project workshops, project presentations and milestone celebrations. Energy cannot be maintained at a continuously high level throughout the entire duration of the project. Leadership methods have to be adjusted and deployed according to the team composition and culture.

18 Rattay, 2003, p.48-52
19 Gareis, 2006, p.141-152
2.3.7 Quality in projects

The term quality describes the "totality of characteristics (and characteristic values)" of a service or unit with regard to its suitability, specified and presumed requirements. Basically, a distinction is made between

A. Quality in project management and
B. Content quality of the delivery objects

Point A is understood among other things:
Consistency of information in the project management plans used, compliance with project management guidelines, project management deadlines, etc.

Point B of the project defines the expectations of the environment with respect to the required quality of the delivery objects is taken into account.

Quality management is an important part of project management. and thus, falls within the area of responsibility of the project manager. She should ensure that the quality of the project is maintained by each and every participant on the basis of the results of the quality planning they actively co-designed.

Quality is a relative term, depending on the respective requirements of the customer, the user, the market and the internal, project executing Organization in which the internal order was placed. Therefore, with regard to the relativity of the term, quality objectives should be adapted and agreed for each project individually.

The following two processes make the provision and safeguarding of optimal quality guaranteed:

- Quality planning and quality control

Quality planning
The quality planning is concerned with the definition of the quality requirements and the standards to be applied in the project for the control and assurance of this requirements. Both the standards and the requirements should be consistent with the corporate strategy of the client and the customer. Both parties jointly determine the quality standards to be applied and are responsible for the implementation. The client's quality requirements must be agreed and must be reflected in the project objectives (at the level of the work packages at the latest).
Due to time constraints, projects in most cases do not have their own standards, but rather fall back on existing standards. Such would be, among others:
- EFQM
- CMMI
- ISO 9001 "Quality management systems - Requirements
- ISO 10006 "Quality management systems -- Guidelines for quality management in projects"
- ÖNORM A9009 "Processes in Management Systems"

**quality control**

The quality control department determines whether the quality requirements for the project management and the delivery objects carrying out the defined measures and techniques have been achieved. Where appropriate, measures shall be elaborated and then carried out to ensure that the level of quality is maintained at the intended amount.

If the project does not provide a separate function for quality control the function is taken over by the project manager during project controlling.
2.4 Methods for the project start: Project planning

2.4.1 Project objectives

Projects can be seen as goal-oriented organisations. In the course of the project, objectives have to be achieved with regard to content, schedule and budget. The project objectives should clarify the meaning of the project and define or describe the desired results at the end of the project. A holistic project view ensures the consideration of all objective perspectives. Objectives can be broken down into main objectives (targets) and additional objectives.

Additional objectives can be process-related objectives such as personnel development in project management. They provide additional synergies that go beyond the defined scope of work of the project.

Project objectives must be formulated operationally as regards both the desired quality and quantity. The achievement of objectives must be measurable at the end of the project. The objectives should be corroborated by a results plan. With the definition of non-objectives, the functional project boundaries can be defined more clearly, if required.

The project objectives are specified and listed in the project objective plan. There, they can be divided into the aforementioned main objectives, additional objectives and non-objectives accordingly.
2.4.2 Objects of consideration plan

The objects of consideration plan is a method that structures the material and immaterial objects of consideration (e.g. results, interim results) to be considered and created in a project into their components. The objects of consideration of project management are not part of the objects of consideration plan. The objects of consideration plan displays the individual objects of consideration and their interrelationships in a hierarchical structure, either graphically or in a table. The objects of consideration plan provides orientation or assistance when creating the work breakdown structure.

The objective is to create a common view of the objects of consideration to be created amongst the project team members and the representatives of relevant project environments (such as the customer, supplier or partner). The objects of consideration components can be structured by functions, parts, and so on. Presentation methods such as mind maps, tables or object breakdown structures (OBS) can be used to visualise this.

Certain objects show important project results or deliverables of the project as a subset of the objects of consideration plan. These can provide the basis for requirements specifications, specification lists, bills of material, and so on.
2.4.3 Work breakdown structure

The objective of the work breakdown structure (WBS) is to display performance planning by phases as a tree diagram. Thinking in terms of project phases helps project members to structure projects in a process-oriented way. The WBS contains all the tasks to be performed in a project, displayed as work packages.

Level 1 of the WBS tree displays the project, and level 2 is a process-oriented structure of the project by phases, where possible. The project phases are different for each project, although they can be standardised for certain types of projects. As of level 3, the tree displays the work packages.

The work breakdown structure is:
- A basis for the agreement of objectives (work packages) between the project manager and the project team
- A classification of the project into work packages that can be planned and managed
- The basis for implementation planning, scheduling, costing and resource planning
- A central communication instrument in a project
2.4.4 Procedure models

For the process of service provision in a project there are several established techniques:\(^{20}\):

- Sequential
  - Phase, waterfall or loop model
- V-model
- Spiral model
- Iterations
  - Incremental and evolutionary models
- Agile Models

The main focus of the agile process models is on the structuring of the process for creating the results and contents\(^ {21}\). The main focus of the project management on the processes of planning, coordinating and controlling.

The separation of the processes of project management from the processes for the creation of the results is essential since the project management processes and methods do not differ whether an agile process model is used or any other process model, such as waterfall of V-model.

\(^{20}\)Patzak/Rattay, 2014, S 666

2.4.5 Work package specifications

The contents and results of work packages are defined in work package specifications. They are used as a basis for the agreement on objectives between the project manager and the persons responsible for the work package (project team members). The objectives of work package specifications are to:

- Clarify the content of each work package
- Clearly differentiate one work package from another
- Recognise interfaces/dependences between work packages
- Define results
- Define the evaluation and measurement of work performance progress of work packages (in connection with the results)
- Give orientation for the work of the project team members and establish commitment

Work package specifications do not specify all work packages, but just the most important ones (e.g. new, critical, complex and costly work packages).
2.4.6 Project responsibility matrix

The project responsibility matrix documents how functions to be performed in work packages are distributed to project roles and project environments. The intersection cells of the matrix (work packages and project roles) show the functions to be performed. This organises how project organisation members work together to process the work packages.

Frequently used functions include, for example, realisation responsibility ("R"), consulted ("C"), information needs ("I") and accountable ("A").
2.4.7 Project scheduling

When planning the project workflow and list of dates, a decision needs to be made regarding the planning contents, planning depth and the planning methods to be used. Scheduling objects can either be the entire project or portions thereof, such as the individual project phases. Different scheduling methods can be used for different planning objects.

When planning the project workflow and list of dates, the milestone planning, project deadline list, bar chart, linked bar chart and network planning methods can be used. Milestone planning is the crudest planning method and absolutely vital. The work breakdown structure with its work packages is used as the basis for this.

Milestone planning, project deadline lists, bar charts and network planning complement each other. The efficient use of one or more scheduling methods depends on the complexity and dynamics of the particular project. The information requirements for the application of the various scheduling methods and the achievable results differ.
### 2.4.8 Project resources

The objective of resource planning is to determine and display the required project resources over time and to determine the over- and under-allocation of project resources with the project resources available. Resource histograms can be used to provide a clear overview of the requirement and availability of scarce resources for a project. Any scarce resources determined must be optimised in good time with regard to availability and costs, and agreed with the line manager. Typical project resources include, for example, personnel with different qualifications, equipment, finance and materials.

The creation of a resource plan allows all the human resources required over the course of the project to be displayed in a clear structure according to phases.
2.4.9 Project costs

Project cost plans are used to record and document project costs and to provide a clear overview of project costs and their development. The objects of consideration in cost planning are the work packages of the work breakdown structure. Project-related cost plans can be created for individual work packages, for individual object components, for sub assignments and for the project as a whole. The structure of the project cost plan should match the structure of the work breakdown structure in order to make integrated project planning and integrated project controlling possible. Types of costs can be differentiated according to functional criteria, such as personnel costs, material costs, equipment costs, administrative and sales costs, costs for minimising risks, according to cost centres as direct and indirect costs, and according to activity, as fixed or variable costs.

It is essential to differentiate between project costs, project payments and project expenses.
2.4.10 **Project financing**

Financing can be a scarce resource in a project. Project finance plans are graphical or tabular representations of the timing of project-related cash inflows and outflows.

The objective of project finance planning is the planning of project-related liquidity. By calculating the payments surplus in a given period, the requirement or availability of financial resources can be planned.

The financial resources required must be financed on a project-by-project basis. The interest charges arising from the financial resources required must be calculated as project costs.
2.4.11 Project risks

Project risk is defined as the possibility for positive (opportunity) or negative (danger) deviation from the project objective. Project risks are events or developments that affect project performance (quality), deadlines, costs or revenues. As a rule, project risks are evaluated in monetary terms.

Risk management in projects is a project management task. In the course of the project risk management process, a risk assessment, risk response and risk monitoring is performed based on the project specifications.

The risk assessment comprises the risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation. Risk analysis is defined as the likelihood of events occurring together with the impact of these on the project. Risk is evaluated by comparing the risks analysed (risk expected value) with the tolerable project risk. If the risk expected value is greater than the tolerable project risk, then preventive risk response measures must be planned.

Even if the risk expected value is below the tolerable project risk as a result of the preventive risk response measures (avoidance, reduction, transfer) planned, additional corrective risk response measures can be planned. Both preventive and corrective risk response measures must be taken into account in the project costs and shown separately.

Risk monitoring is used to control the effectiveness of the measures for the risk response and the recurring analysis of the risk expected value.
2.4.12 Procurement

Procurement in a project means that services or products and Rights (e.g.: licenses, rights of use) from “outside” flow into the project. This can be caused, for example, by the lack of knowledge or rights in an area or through a more cost-effective purchase in comparison to the own production.

The following questions may be relevant for procurement planning:


It may be necessary to include specialists into the project team to answer these questions and carry out the analyses.

Above all, the question of whether an additional purchase is necessary requires a detailed examination, which is described in the make-or-buy analysis. This is usually based on the comparison of direct and indirect costs of the procurement of products or services by purchase in comparison to own production. Other factors taken into account for the decision could be strategy, risk-minimizing considerations, or the availability of resources.

Based on the “Make-or-Buy” analysis and the answering of further questions the procurement planning is carried out. The procurement plan contains the specifications for all procurements in a project, and also the selected suppliers.

The individual process steps are:

1. determination of demand
2. determination of the procurement source
3. supplier selection
4. procurement processing
5. order monitoring
6. goods reception
7. invoice verification
8. payment processing

The process reflects the entire procurement process (after the “Make or Buy” decision has been made). It which should be available at least in the form of a concept during the planning phase. During creation of the “make-or-buy” analysis, it is concretely specified.

In point 3 the processes for tendering and awarding contracts can be applied.

Point 6 refers to physical deliveries. In the case of services the service acceptance is confirmed here.

When selecting suppliers, their reliability and commercial efficiency is to be considered. In addition, possible claims must be taken into account during procurement planning.

The following possible risks and processes should also be taken into consideration:

- Consideration of supplier risks,
- Proactive transfer of risks to suppliers,
- Acceptance of damages,
- Settlement of penalties,
- Tendering obligations i.e. in the EU,
- Laws in the public sector (procurement directives, service law), etc.

In many organizations there are internal organizational units that support this process or conduct parts of the purchasing process on their own responsibility. These are to be integrated in the project.
2.5 Methods for project coordination

2.5.1 To-do lists

To-do lists are an important method within the framework of project coordination. Project team and sub-team meetings take place for communication purposes in the project coordination process. To-do lists are used to support this communication. A to-do list is a list of actions to be performed in relation to work packages with assigned responsibilities and deadlines. To-do lists are used by the individual project team members for operational planning and for reaching agreements. To-do lists are used in addition to the work breakdown structure and to work package specifications.
2.5.2 Meeting minutes

Meeting minutes are created in order to ensure that the outcome of meetings and the agreements made within them are documented.

Meeting minutes contain the following:
- Names of the meeting participants
- Meeting objectives and contents
- Key statements
- Decisions made
- Agreements as regards the next steps
- Formal information (such as date, duration, place).

Forms should be used to create meeting minutes in order to standardise the project documentation. The meeting minutes appendix mostly contains a list of agreed actions/measures that are to be transferred to a central to-do list.
2.5.3 Acceptance protocols

Acceptance protocols are used to document the formal completion of work packages. They release the person responsible for the work package from the work to be performed for the project manager.
2.5.4 Communication plan

The communication plan created in the project start process must be applied or implemented accordingly. It governs all forms of communication with the organisational specifications for the execution of communication activities, for example, as a tabular list.

Project communication tasks have to be carried out throughout the entire project by all members of the project organisation. These include ongoing communication with the project owner's team, the project team members and the project contributors as well as ongoing project marketing for relevant project environments.
2.5.5 Using information and communication technologies

For communication within the framework of project coordination, the available information and communication technology (ICT) should be used specifically for its intended purpose. Besides phones and mobile phones, the Internet is a particularly suitable communication medium. Applications such as e-mail, Internet platforms, forums and instant messaging can be used. The project manager must ensure that communication by means of ICT is agreed with all project team members and project contributors.

The project manager must specify together with the project team the information that is absolutely vital for the project implementation as well as the form (as analogue or electronic data) in which it is required.

Different storage systems can be used to store and save the documents (e.g. document management systems).

A standard storage structure must be defined so that documents can be retrieved quickly (for instance, in accordance with the work breakdown structure). This structure should apply both to the storage of the analogue and electronic documents available.

A standard naming convention ensures faster and easier identification of the relevant data contents.
2.6 Methods for project controlling

2.6.1 Variance analysis

In the course of the project, it is essential to perform periodic project controlling. This involves determining deviations of the actual data from the planned data and initiating directive corrective measures. The planning documents in the project handbook provide the basis for this.

In particular, performance, quality, costs, resources and schedules must be considered, as well as the social aspects.
2.6.2 Project score card

The project score card aids the visualisation of the project status and forms a basis for managing the project. The following criteria can be taken into consideration: Project objectives, project performance, costs, schedule, project organisation and external project environments.

The status is defined in relation to a particular point in time for each criterion and "traffic lights" can be used to aid visualisation: On target – green, in difficulty – yellow, in a crisis – red.
2.6.3 Relevance tree method

Using the relevance tree method, the progress of the project phases (or work package groups) and the overall project can be calculated in percent based on the progress of the work packages. A relevance tree can be developed by weighting the work packages or phases in percentage values (based on a standard weighting criterion).

The weightings defined determine the relevance of work packages in relation to their particular superior phase ("relative relevance") and in relation to the project ("absolute relevance"). The relevance of a work package for the entire project can be calculated by multiplying the relative relevance of the work package by the absolute relevance of the superior phase.22

---

22 Gareis, 2006, p.350
2.6.4 Milestone trend analysis

Milestone trend analysis\(^{23}\) looks at the development of the milestone deadlines as part of deadline controlling. The milestone deadlines are evaluated based on the milestone plan within the framework of controlling meetings. Using a matrix in which the current milestone deadlines are entered on the vertical axis and the reporting periods on the horizontal axis, the trend can be visualised very clearly and communicated to the relevant project environments.

\(^{23}\) Patzak / Rattay, 2014, p.426-427
2.6.5 Social project controlling

Social controlling includes analysing and managing the project organisation, the project culture and the project environment relationships. The methods to be used here for social controlling essentially build on the project management methods already mentioned. Other examples of methods include one-to-one meetings, mood barometers, one-point voting or multi-point voting and the flash feedback method. These methods must test the functionality of the project organisation structure, reflect the project culture lived and assess the suitability and impact of the activities to design the environment relationship. Any necessary changes must be carried out or initiated.
2.6.6 Adaptation of project plans

In the project controlling process, the project plans created in the project start process may need to be adapted. These not only include the work breakdown structure, the bar chart, the risk analysis and project environment relationships, but also the project organisation and the project culture.
2.6.7 Control measures

Control measures must be planned and executed based on the deviations determined in the variance analysis. Control measures include, for instance:

- Arranging overtime
- Deploying new staff
- Deploying new technology
- Outsourcing
- Changing the project organisation
- Changing the process structure.

To-do lists or the work breakdown structure can be used, for example, to plan the required control measures.
2.6.8 Project progress reports

The project progress report is the formal result of the project controlling process. Project progress reports must be created periodically and describe the relevant project status as well as the planned control measures. If necessary, different project progress reports can be created for different target groups (e.g. project owner, customer, and project team).

The project progress report contains the overall project status, the status of the project objectives, the project performance progress, the project list of dates, the project costs, the project risks, the project environment relationships or context, the project organisation and the status of the project culture.
2.7 Methods for project marketing

Projects require a detailed explanation due to their complexity, dynamics and novelty. The objective of project marketing therefore is to communicate the strategies pursued and the desired project results to the relevant project environments.

A distinction can be made in projects between object-related/product-related marketing activities and process-related marketing activities. Project marketing activities are essentially to be performed by all members of the project organisation.

A good marketing concept allows the target-oriented use of different marketing methods alongside the project management sub-processes.

The instruments of the communication policy are available for project marketing. All activities that build confidence, encourage identification with the project, provide information and establish common ground with the internal and external project environments support project marketing.

Methods for project marketing include:

- Project documentation: project handbook, project reports and so on
- Informal communication such as word-of-mouth advertising, discussions over coffee or lunch
- Use of project name, project logo for giveaways such as stickers, pens, and so on
- Printed materials: creation of project folders, project newsletters, project articles in company magazines
- Project-related events: project information sessions, project visits, project inaugurations
- Internet: project platform, project website

Methods for product-related or project result-related marketing include:

- SWOT analysis
- Competitor analysis
- Market analysis
- Market segmentation
- Development of a marketing mix (application of methods from the communications policy, product policy, pricing policy and distribution policy)
2.8 Methods for managing project crises

2.8.1 Project crisis

A project crisis is a negative deviation from the project objectives, which causes the project to deviate significantly from its planned course and which threatens the very existence of the project.

The management of a project crisis triggers a separate project management sub-process in project management. A project opportunity can, however, also lead to serious deviations, which trigger a project management sub-process such as this.

The result of the response process to a crisis can be the termination of the project or the continuation of the project under changed conditions (organisation, costs, deliverables or deadlines).
2.8.2 Strategies and measures to manage a project crisis

To manage a project crisis, response strategies are defined and measures planned and "controlled". The strategies should be defined in relation to the project environment. Controlling the response measures is of major importance here. The completion of the sub-process for managing a project crisis must be communicated clearly.

Crises that arise in the course of the project have to be recognised and dealt with by the project manager and her team. The decision as to whether a project crisis exists lies with the project owner.

- Defining a project crisis or opportunity
- Planning immediate measures
- Root cause analysis
- Planning alternative strategies
- Completing a project crisis or project opportunity
2.8.3 Root cause analysis

In project crisis management, a root cause analysis helps to identify immediate measures to remedy problems and offers a learning opportunity for future projects.

Causes for a project crisis can be unclear project assignments, inadequate project planning, inefficient project organisation, missing reporting structure, the insolvency of a partner or customer, legislative changes or the destructive influence of the media.

Causes for project opportunities can be the use of synergy effects, joint use of resources with companies or other projects, or the increase in the required scope of work.
2.8.4 Scenario technique

The scenario technique can be used for the early detection of a project crisis.

The objective of the scenario technique is to describe possible future states of a project. This is a future-oriented perspective, rather than one that is oriented in the past.

In the scenario technique, several scenarios (best case, worst case, trend scenario) will be worked out to broaden the spectrum of the behavioural strategies.
2.9 Methods for project close-down

2.9.1 Project close-down

In the project close-down, agreements are made for the post-project phase. The relationships between the relevant environments are dissolved with the project close-down and a final project marketing activity carried out. An important objective of the project close-down is to ensure the transfer of acquired know-how to the permanent organisation.

Project management methods for the project close-down include:

- To-do lists for remaining tasks and agreements for the post-project phase
- Project final reports
- "As-is" project management documentation
- Final presentations of the project results, publications
- Lessons learned
- Dissolving the project organisation
2.9.2 Assessment of the project and project team

In the project close-down process, the project and project team undergo an assessment.

Assessment criteria include:
- Content-related criteria: performance fulfillment, fulfilment of additional objectives, adherence to the schedule and cost objectives
- Process-related criteria: quality of the project teamwork, relationships to relevant environments

The performance assessment can be made in one-to-one meetings, group meetings, other meetings or workshops. The following methods can be used for performance appraisal: written or verbal; reflection, feedback, questionnaires, mood barometer. The appraisal can be linked to the payment of a project bonus.
2.9.3 Project close-down documentation

The project final report contains the presentation of the project results, the assessment of the realisation of the project objectives and the reflection of the project experiences in relation to the individual project phases and the project environment relationships.

The project final report must be created for a specific target group. It can be structured either by project phases or by the relationships with the relevant project environments. The "As-is" project management documentation (summary of the most recent version of the project plans) is an appendix to the project final report.
2.9.4 Lessons learned and exchange of experience

To safeguard the knowledge acquired and experience gained during the course of the project, corresponding methods must be applied both during and in particular in the project close-down phase:

- Brief exchange of experience in project meetings and the documentation thereof
- Introduce a constructive error culture ("we can learn from our mistakes")
- Write and publish micro articles
- Carry out debriefings
- Hold workshops to exchange experiences between the project manager and the project team members
- Create and update project databases
- Experience reports, lessons learned and best practices
- Participate in or set up knowledge communities for the project manager, project contributors and staff from the permanent organisation
- Archive but also make project documentation and experience reports available in the project management office
2.10 Relationship between the methods

In the course of planning and creating the project planning documents, the interrelationships between the project management methods must be taken into account. The relationship between the central project management methods is illustrated as follows:
2.11 Specific features of programme management

Due to the wide scope of a programme, it contains several projects that pursue a common, superior and usually strategically important programme objective. The programme management process is essentially the same as the project management process. As the business process for project-oriented organisations, it contains the sub-processes programme start, programme coordination, programme controlling, programme marketing, and possibly also programme crisis or programme opportunity management.

The differences between projects and programmes produce the following advantages or benefits:24 25

- Autonomy of projects in a programme
- Reduced complexity as a result of smaller and more manageable project organisations
- Difference between programme owner (team) and project owner (teams)
- Different project owner (teams) for different projects in the programme
- Flat programme organisation
- Creation of several manageable project documents and a slim integrated programme document.

The methods for programme management are essentially the same as the project management methods and are used in a similar way, taking into account the specific features of programme management.

A programme needs to be organised in a specific way to allow projects to be autonomous and yet also benefit from synergies. Typical programme roles are the programme owner, the programme manager and the programme team. The role of the programme owner role differs from that of the project owner. Typical structures of communication in the programme are programme owner meetings and programme team meetings.

Specific demands are made on the programme manager due to the complexity of the programme and the integrative functions that have to be fulfilled. This role requires many years of experience in project management and a high level of social skills.26

The programme manager is responsible for realising the project objectives. Due to the high amount of management and marketing effort involved in programmes, it is advisable to set up a programme office to support the programme manager on an operational level.

---

26 Gareis, 2006, p.419
3 Methods for social competence

3.1 Correlation to the IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB 3.0)

This chapter presents a selection of the key elements of behavioural competences described in accordance with ICB 3.0. In IBC 3.0, behavioural competences include personal, activity and implementation-oriented competences, leadership competences and social competences. The pm baseline focuses on the social competences in projects and programmes and defines social competence as the potential of a person in a role to act in a cooperative and self-organised way. Social competence is thus the potential of a person in a role to build relationships with others, to engage creatively with others and to behave in a group-oriented and relationship-oriented way.\textsuperscript{27}

Competences can be described from various perspectives,\textsuperscript{28}

- Personality traits (motivation and personality psychology)
- Disposition to work and occupation (occupational psychology)
- Technical competence (educational qualification and certification)
- Social communication requirements (social and communication psychology)

The pm baseline regards social competence as the disposition to work and occupation, but also indicates other methods of social competence.

\textsuperscript{27} Erpenbeck/ von Rosenstiel, 2007, p.XXIV
\textsuperscript{28} Erpenbeck/ von Rosenstiel, 2007, p.XXV
3.2 Social competence in projects and programmes

3.2.1 Social competence

Social competence in projects and programmes includes knowledge and experience for designing the project management or programme management process. Social competence in projects and programmes is the potential to

- Establish relationships and communication in the project and with the relevant environments
- Constructively deal with conflicts in the project and with the relevant environments
- Facilitate the ability to reflect in the project and with the relevant environments
- Deal with emotions and diversity (individual differences and similarities) in projects and when dealing with the relevant environments
- Use appropriate methods of intervention.

Knowledge and experience is needed to ensure the appropriate use of methods such as feedback, reflection, moderation and presentation methods, and intervention methods.

It is not just the project manager who requires social competence, but the project owner, project team members and project contributors too.\footnote{Majer, C. & Schaden, B. & Stabauer, L., 2014, p21-31}
3.2.2 Team competences

Teamwork is of utmost importance in projects and programmes. There are various types of teams, for instance project teams, programme teams, project owner teams and sub-teams. Besides requiring individual competences, teams need team competence in projects and programmes.  

This must be established for every team, and includes:

- Establishing commitment in the team
- Learning in the team
- Creating the "Big Project Picture"
- Safeguarding synergies in the team
- Resolving conflict in the team
- Jointly designing the project management process
- Establishing confidence in the team
- Creating a common value base

The knowledge and experience gained from working together in the project or programme and the use of methods such as feedback, reflection, and group development, provide the basis for team competence.

---

32 Gareis, 2006, p.140
3.3 Intervention methods

3.3.1 Overview of intervention methods

Intervention is understood to mean target-oriented communication. It is intended to have a certain effect on the communication partner. An intervention is therefore an attempt to control something. 33

A key intervention method is observation, which is at the beginning of every control attempt. A distinction is also made between written, verbal and analogous intervention methods:34

- Examples of written intervention methods include letters, documentary analyses, proposals, protocols, plans, and so on.
- Examples of verbal intervention methods include interviews, content input, presentations, moderation, feedback, reflection, reframing, and so on.
- Examples of analogous intervention methods include stories, sketches, myths, images, sculptures, constellations, and so on.35

3.3.2 Feedback

Feedback is a method of communicating to a person how her behaviour in a certain situation is perceived by another person. Feedback is given by a person or group of people to another person or social system. Feedback therefore comprises giving feedback and receiving feedback. The Johari window developed by Joseph Luft und Harry Ingham represents the theoretical basis of feedback. This model identifies 4 areas in the “window”:

- Open/free area: known to self and others
- Blind spot: not known to self, known to others
- Hidden area: known to self, not known to others
- Unknown: not known to self or others

The objectives of feedback are to enable learning and further development of individuals and teams, thus increasing the scope of action of the open person. Feedback is always subjective. There are various forms of feedback including written feedback, verbal feedback and 360-degree feedback, for example. 360-degree feedback is also known as full-circle feedback, multi-rater feedback, multi-level feedback, upward appraisal, and peer review. In addition to a self-assessment, feedback is collected from the relevant environments. For a project manager, this may include feedback from the project owner, project team members, project contributors, supplier representatives, customer representatives, and so on.

The feedback process includes the roles of feedback giver and receiver. Feedback rules must be observed both for giving and receiving feedback.

Feedback is used particularly in project controlling and in the project close-down, but also in crisis management or in the project start.

---

37 Luft, 1971
3.3.3 Reflection

Reflection can be defined as the collective exchange and thinking (out loud) of a learning process. Reflection is performed by a person or the group itself. In projects, for example, it is performed by the project team. The objective of reflection in the project or programme team is to establish the ability to work and to provide a common perspective of a situation. Through reflection, the project team is able to view the project from a Meta level and hence from a different angle. Reflection thus allows the project team to develop and learn.  

Different forms of work for structured reflection include flash feedback, mood barometers, point methods, associative procedures.

The reflection method is used particularly in project controlling and in the project close-down, but also in crisis management or in the project start.

---

3.4 Dealing with emotions and diversity in projects and programmes

3.4.1 Dealing with emotions
There are emotions, such as joy, fear, anger, satisfaction and happiness in projects and programmes. Emotions are short-lived and intensive feelings of individuals or teams and relate to something or somebody. For example, the project team can be happy about achieving a milestone or annoyed by the fact that the project owner has extended the project objectives.

A distinction must be made between dealing with personal emotions and dealing with the emotions of others. A key method of dealing with emotions is reflection.

Emotions can be 39
- Process-related, for example, at the project start, in project controlling, in the project crisis, at the project close-down
- Structure-related, in other words, emotions that develop as a result of the general project framework
- Triggered specifically, for instance to manage the energy in the project, to exert specific pressure by scheduling project events, to reduce tension by reflecting on cooperation in the team.

---

39 Gareis, 2006 p.143-151
3.4.2 Dealing with diversity

Project teams are usually heterogeneous teams. The objective is to create sufficient diversity in the project and manage this. Diversity includes the similarities and differences between the project team members.40

Differences arise through the selection of project team members with different functional skills, professional experience and project experience, of different ages and gender, and who belong to different hierarchies, organisation cultures and national cultures, and so on.

Similarities arise through the selection of team members with a common history, similar functional skills and the same type of environment contacts, and so on. The number of similarities and differences required in a project team is determined by the project requirements. It is also necessary to look at the project environments for this. The project environment analysis can be used as the basis for this.

Suitable methods for analysing diversity are those that reveal the similarities and differences in the team, for example, sculptures and introductory rounds. To manage diversity, confidence-building and team-building activities are used, which encourage team members to get to know each other and respect each other. Furthermore, appropriate structures must be in place in the project (e.g. task assignments, agreements on working hours) in order to respect the different needs of the team members and enable them to work together as a team.

Dealing with diversity is required particularly in the assignment process in order to achieve diversity. In the project start and in social project controlling, it is needed to manage diversity.

3.5 Conflict management

3.5.1 Reducing possible conflict potential

A conflict is a situation in which the different expectations of individuals clash.\textsuperscript{41} One objective of conflict management is to identify potential conflicts and to prevent conflicts from arising from these. It is about counteracting conflicts in the project/programme or with the respective environments, minimising them, if possible, or taking precautions in case a conflict arises. \textsuperscript{42}

It is extremely important to detect possible potential for conflict early on. Methods for doing this include the scenario technique, project environment analysis and sensitivity analysis.

All project management methods support the reduction of conflicts, as they define the structures and objectives of a project and, in this way, dispel uncertainties and ambiguities. Different interests in the project come to the fore and can be handled. Through joint development of the project plans, agreement on a common perspective ("Big Project Picture") can be reached. Other key methods for reducing conflict are the use of team-building and confidence-building methods, such as addressing taboos, feedback, reflection, establishing rules and uncovering expectations.

Preventive strategies and measures are developed to provide for the event of a conflict arising. By defining preventive processes, structures and responsibilities for conflict situations, damage can be limited and conflicts resolved efficiently. Measures to prevent conflict include, for example, communicating and using feedback and reflection methods, mediation, and defining rules and standards in (potential) conflict situations. The corresponding design of contracts with relevant environments and creation of structures as a measure to prevent conflict must be understood (for instance, the definition of an escalation model for conflict situations).

The identification of conflict potential, measures to counteract or reduce conflict potential, and provisions for a conflict situation must be taken into account particularly in the project start and in project controlling.

\textsuperscript{41} Rattay, 2003, p.197
\textsuperscript{42} Majer, C. & Schaden, B. & Stabauer, L., 2014, p.184
3.5.2 Dealing with conflicts

The objective of dealing with conflicts is to resolve, handle, or limit a conflict situation in the project, programme or with relevant environments, where possible, or to prevent the conflict from escalating or even to bring it to a head.\(^{43}\)

Various strategies can be used to handle conflicts, such as compromise, consensus or battle.

Methods for dealing with conflicts in projects and programmes include perception, analysis, diagnosis, problem-solving, discussion, negotiation (with or without a third party), conflict moderation as part of a workshop or meeting, mediation, team reflection, systemic constellations, the Tetralemma approach or reframing. The level of escalation and the type of conflict must determine the type of method selected.

\(^{43}\) Majer, C. & Schaden, B. & Stabauer, L., 2014, p.190
3.6 Moderation and presentation

3.6.1 Workshops, meetings and project presentations

In projects and programmes, solutions are frequently worked out or communicated in
workshops, meetings or during project presentations. These different forms of com-
munication are used to organise collaboration in project management, but also within
the processes in projects and programmes. They help to ensure the acceptance of
the project or programme results.

Professional preparation, execution and follow-up, appropriate selection of partici-
pants and appropriate use of work methods, as well as suitable room layout and de-
sign are all factors for success. Project management plans can also be used to sup-
port communication.

Workshops (e.g. project start workshops, project closure workshops, workshops to
work through project results), meetings (e.g. controlling meeting) and project events
(e.g. kick-off meeting, presentation of project results) are elements for the design of
the project management process and are particularly important for project marketing.
3.6.2 Creativity methods

Creativity methods are used to produce a wide variety of ideas on a topic. The first step is to simply generate many ideas without evaluating them. The next step is to structure, combine and improve these ideas.

Typical creativity methods include brainstorming and brainwriting. Brainstorming is about producing a large number of ideas, allowing associations to be given free rein without evaluating them. Brainwriting is a written variation of brainstorming and can also take place electronically. It is therefore also ideal for brainstorming in virtual teams.

Mind mapping is another method often used in projects. Besides using mind mapping to map hierarchical dependencies, it can be particularly useful for mapping content or associations that belong together.
3.6.3 Decision methods

A whole range of decisions need to be made in projects. It is possible to differentiate between individual decisions and group/team decisions. The ability of the group to visualise the decision options and criteria and clearly understand the decision are key factors for success. The process of decision-making can be supported using various decision methods.

First of all, the choices must be worked out. If several choices are available, these are evaluated using, for example, a rating matrix, a cost-benefit analysis, point method, ranking, and so on.
3.6.4 Presentation methods

There are many occasions for presentations in projects and programmes, for instance the presentation of the interim results or final results to the customer, the presentation of the project status to the project owner, and so on.

A professional presentation consists of preparation, execution and follow-up. In the preparation of the presentation, for example, the objectives must be defined and the presentation adapted to the target audience. For project-related presentations, project management plans are often used to aid visualisation. The presentation follow-up should evaluate whether the presentation objectives were achieved and what learning experiences the presenter gained.
3.7 Interviewing and negotiating

A negotiation is a type of interview and is used in specific situations. There are many situations that call for negotiations in projects and programmes. Typical examples of negotiation situations include negotiating the project budget with the project owner, negotiating a reduction with a supplier, negotiating in a conflict situation with a customer.

The objective of a negotiation is to represent a point of view or to convince the other party to accept an offer. Various negotiation strategies can be used. The basis for good negotiation is active listening to collect information about the motives and requirements of the other party. A variety of questioning techniques can be used.
4 Managing project-oriented organisations

4.1 Correlation to the IPMA Competence Baseline (ICB 3.0)
This chapter presents a selection of the key elements of the project management context competences described in accordance with ICB. It describes the model and specific features of the project-oriented organisation.
4.2 The project-oriented organisation

A project-oriented organisation is one that

- Uses "Management by projects" as its organisational strategy
- Uses project and programme management to carry out extensive and complex processes
- Has set up project and programme portfolio management
- Has specific permanent organisations for integrating project and programme management
- Has an explicit project and programme management culture.

The most important structural feature of a project-oriented organisation is the use of temporary organisations in addition to permanent organisations to carry out temporary processes. Whilst temporary organisations (projects and programmes) contribute to the differentiation of the project-oriented organisation, permanent structures support integration. Permanent structures of the project-oriented organisation include expert pools, project portfolio groups and the project management office.

The objectives of the project-oriented organisation are to achieve organisational flexibility through the use of temporary organisations to carry out projects and programmes, delegate management responsibility in projects and programmes and ensure organisational learning through the use of project and programme potential.

The project-oriented organisation is strongly process-oriented and uses project and programme management, project and programme assignment and project portfolio management as specific business processes. The project-oriented organisation has specific organisational structures, such as a PM office.

The organisational-specific degree of development of a project-oriented organisation can be determined based on Capability Maturity Models such as the "Project Excellence Program"\(^{45}\), the "Project-oriented Company mature"\(^{46}\) or scoring models using performance figures.

\[^{44}\text{Gareis, 2006, p.43-51}\]
\[^{45}\text{Patzak/Rattay, 2014, p.573}\]
\[^{46}\text{Gareis, 2006, p.589-597}\]
4.3 Specific organisational structures of the project-oriented organisation

The project-oriented organisation requires specific organisational structures such as a project management office, a project portfolio group and expert pools.

The project management office⁴⁷ offers services for project and programme management including, for example, provision of project management support, management support for projects and programmes, assistance in the fulfilment of personnel management processes and services for project portfolio management.

The project portfolio group⁴⁸ is responsible for managing the project portfolio of the project-oriented organisation. The objective of project portfolio management is to optimise the project portfolio results and minimise the project portfolio risk. The tasks of the project portfolio group are to:

- Assign projects and programmes
- Coordinate the project portfolio
- Enable networks of projects and programmes to be established
- Decide on the project or programme portfolio design

A project management expert pool contains suitably qualified project management staff, who can be made available to execute projects and programmes. The manager of the expert pool is responsible for the recruitment and development of the expert pool staff and for knowledge management in the expert pool. Large organisations often have several expert pools, for example, IT organisations can have a pool of software developers, operating system experts, storage experts, and so on.

Projects and programmes have a high strategic importance in a project-oriented organisation and should therefore also feature in the organisational chart.

---

⁴⁷ Patzak/Rattay, 2014, p.517
⁴⁸ Gareis, 2006, p.552
4.4 Project management guidelines

Project management guidelines\(^{49}\) define project management standards to ensure quality in project and programme management. The guidelines specify when processes are to be treated as projects or programmes, what methods are to be applied to manage them, what roles are required, as well as reporting standards, decision-making powers, forms, checklists, and so on.

The management guidelines specification can be chosen for a specific organisation or generically by following the **pm baseline** as closely as possible.

These guidelines represent a minimum standard in the project-oriented organisation, are to be applied throughout the organisation and can be enhanced through the use of project management tools, such as tools for risk management, for calculating projects costs, and so on.

\(^{49}\) Patzak/Rattay, 2004, p.477
4.5 Project portfolio management

4.5.1 Assignment of projects and programmes

The assignment of a project or programme is a business process of project portfolio management. The following description refers both to projects and programmes. This process begins with the emergence of a product idea, contains an investment evaluation and ends with the assignment of the project manager. Decisions have to be made in the assignment process concerning the realisation of an investment or the form of organisation required to initialise this. 50

A project needs a project assignment in order to formally start. The project assignment includes:

- Project idea development
- Investment proposal development
- Decision making
- Awarding the project or programme assignment

Methods for the project assignment process are the investment proposal, the investment portfolio, the business case analysis, the project proposal and the project assignment.

The project assignment is a written assignment from the project owner to the project manager to execute a project. The project assignment must be documented in a standardised form that contains the most important project data.

50 Gareis, 2006, p.492-512
4.5.2 Project portfolio coordination

The tasks of project portfolio coordination are to: 51

- Optimise the results of the project portfolio (not the individual projects and programmes)
- Select the projects and programmes to be started
- Interrupt and cancel projects and programmes
- Define project and programme priorities
- Coordinate internal and external resources
- Organise learning from and between projects and programmes

The basis for project portfolio management is a project portfolio database with aggregated project data such as project type, project key figures, and so on. Project portfolio management requires specific project portfolio reports. Typical project portfolio reports include a project portfolio budget, a project portfolio resource plan, a project portfolio risk matrix, a project portfolio progress graph, and a project portfolio score card.

51 Gareis, 2006, p.513-528
4.5.3 Project networks

Project networks are social networks of closely linked projects and programmes.

Project networks represent a process in the project-oriented organisation. The common intention of the network partners is to encourage the organisation of learning and creation of synergies in the project network through periodic or even event-driven communication. It is the task of the project management office and the project portfolio group to initialise or encourage the project networking process. Project networking in a project-oriented organisation can be either periodic or situation-dependent communication.

A project chain as a set of sequential projects represents a special form of project network. A project chain is a viewed over a period of time and can be made up of projects and programmes.

---

52 Gareis, 2006, p.528-536
53 Gareis, 2006, p.537
4.6 Management consulting, auditing and coaching

Management consulting, auditing and coaching are key processes of the project-oriented organisation whose objective is to increase the management quality of projects and programmes and thus contribute towards safeguarding the project's success.

Project management consulting is used primarily to develop the project management competence of the project and can make a practical contribution towards achieving the project or programme objectives with instructions for action. It therefore looks at the individual project management sub-processes or the entire project management process.  

Project auditing looks at both the project and programme management quality and the quality of the work content, and shows deviations from the project or programme management standards. Project auditing is performed by the audit owner, who works together with the auditors, the representatives of the project and relevant environments of the project to be audited in a temporary system (auditing system).

Project and programme management coaching is used to develop individual and team competences in project-oriented organisations. Project and programme management coaching is considered to be an interactive people-oriented consulting and accompanying process for developing individual and team competences.

---

54 Gareis, 2006, p.456-459
55 Gareis, 2006, p.463-485
56 Hiller/Majer/Minar-Hödel/Zahradnik, 2007
4.7 Human resource management in the project-oriented organisation

Human resource management has specific features in project-oriented organisations. Specific human resource management (HRM) processes include recruiting, scheduling, developing and discharging project management personnel.

The development of project management personnel plays a key role in further developing the "maturity" of project-oriented organisations. Target groups for further training are the project manager, project owner, project team members, project contributors and members of the project portfolio group and project management office. The methods used include: tests, self-assessments or external assessments and assessment centres, "on-the-job" or "off-the-job" project management training, practical training, job rotation, coaching and mentoring by the project manager.

Project management certification serves to prove individual project management competences and ensure a uniform standard in project management in the project-oriented organisation.

The project manager job description is well-established in a project-oriented organisation and it has its own career path. The establishment of a project management career path in a company facilitates long-term competence development in particular. The project management career path is often classified into project management certification levels. In the project-oriented organisation, the management, expert and project management careers are classified equally alongside each other, allow permeability and complement each other.

---

4.8 Process management in the project-oriented organisation

4.8.1 Process-orientation in the project-oriented organisation

The project-oriented organisation can also be regarded as a process-oriented organisation. The benefits of the process orientation arise from the improved quality of the results and the increase in organisational efficiency. The integration of the process orientation and project orientation increases the complexity in a process and project-oriented organisation, which can only be reduced again by coordinating the roles and communication structures.\(^{56}\)

The project or programme management process is well-established as a central process in the process landscape\(^{59}\) in a project and process-oriented organisation. Projects and programmes use existing processes in a process and project-oriented organisation.

Implementing the process-oriented strategy requires
- Using process management to plan, set up and control processes and process portfolios
- Firmly rooting process management in the organisation by defining specific roles and communication structures
- Ensuring process management competence by defining specific training and further education activities.

Processes can be viewed according to different criteria. These different views allow processes to be categorised by process types:

For example, process types can be differentiated according to customer proximity (primary, secondary and tertiary processes) and to organisational functions (acquisition, procurement, order processing, controlling). The strategic management results provide an important basis for identifying processes.

\(^{56}\) Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.65-70
\(^{59}\) Wagner/Käfer, 2006, p.37-38
4.8.2 Macro and micro process management

In process management, a distinction is made between macro and micro process management. Macro process management regards the process portfolio of an organisation as the total of all processes and their interrelationships. Methods applied in macro process management include the process list, process map, networks of processes, process owner list and process portfolio reports.\(^6^0\)

Micro process management looks at individual processes and their sub-processes. Methods applied in micro process management include methods for process planning such as process definition, process breakdown structures, process flowcharts, process responsibility charts, process organisation charts and process ratios. A distinction must be made between the process report and process benchmarking for process controlling.\(^6^1\)

---
\(^6^0\) Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.87
\(^6^1\) Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.87
4.8.3 Process list

The process list displays a clear overview of all processes of the given organisation structured by process types, and contains the start and end event of each process.

A process list is created by first identifying the processes and then structuring them by process types.

The result of the process identification is summarised by category in a process list, which contains a process name as well as a start and end event for each process. The process list is one prerequisite for the creation of the process map.

\[\text{Process list}\]

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Code & Process & Start & Finish \\
\hline
P1 & Consulting & Contact & Documentation \\
\hline
P2 & After sales support & .... & .... \\
\hline
P3 & & & \\
\hline
P4 & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}

\[\text{Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.87-91}\]
4.8.4 Process map

The process map\textsuperscript{63} contains a graphical display of the processes in an organisation and is used in different levels of detail as an important communication instrument in the organisation. The arrangement of the processes in order in the map can emphasise their significance for the organisation.

Processes can be selected for display in a process map by process groups, for example. Whilst the ordering of processes in the process map highlights the significance of individual processes for the organisation, it also communicates values such as the importance of customers.

The process map should be a highly-abstract graphical display.

\textsuperscript{63} Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.92-93
**Process breakdown structure**

The process breakdown structure\footnote{Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.117-120} is the hierarchical display of the sub-processes and tasks of a process. The hierarchical classification levels used include main process, process, sub-process, task and sub-task, if required. The number of levels of detail depends on the scope of the relevant process. The processes assigned to the main process can be fulfilled just in themselves or also as part of other main processes.

The process breakdown structure represents the basis for planning the process flow and for the process organisation.

\[\text{Image of process breakdown structure}\]
4.8.5 Process flowchart

The process flowchart\textsuperscript{65} represents the process tasks on a time scale and their inter-relationships. Key methods for creating a process flowchart include the flowchart, the event-driven process chain, the value-added chain diagram and the network diagram.

The process flowchart can show events, tasks, decisions and relationships between the tasks, for example. To do this, the tasks and decisions must be ordered chronologically. In a flowchart with swim lanes, responsibilities and results can also be illustrated.

The process flowchart describes the tasks of a process or sub-process and is used for planning process content.

\textsuperscript{65} Gareis/Stummer, 2006, p.117-120
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